The impact of coding errors

Whether due to overcoding or undercoding, patient claim holds and coding errors can impact an organization’s ability to submit clean claims. Implementing a strong edit, review and audit process can help improve coding accuracy by identifying high risk coding issues before it becomes a problem for your bottom line. The 3M 360 Encompass Audit Expert System is a comprehensive solution that offers both a prospective and retrospective review process to ensure coding accuracy.

The 3M solution – A decade of innovation, a future of transformation


3M Inpatient Prebill Review simplifies the prebill process through custom actionable edits and second level reviews so coding errors can be addressed at the point of coding. The actionable edit prompts the coder to address the potential coding error within their coding workflow, reducing the time needed for additional holds and reviews further downstream. 3M™ Advanced Code Sequencing, a feature within 3M Inpatient Prebill Review, offers additional edit customization capabilities to ensure coding accuracy and compliance per an organization’s preferences.

3M Code Audit, available with both inpatient and outpatient workflows, provides a retrospective audit process for referencing the documentation and codes used to create the patient encounter. The efficiency and feedback gained by this process allows compliance experts to audit claims, provide coder education and collaborate with team leads to solve complex coding issues. 3M™ Denial Tracker, a feature within 3M Code Audit, automates the denial workflow by tracking and trending denials.

Together, 3M Inpatient Prebill Review and 3M Code Audit provide a comprehensive edit, prebill and audit process, supported by analytics that track and trend coding accuracy.

Call today

For more information on how 3M products and services can assist your organization, contact your 3M sales representative, call us toll-free at 800-367-2447, or visit us online at www.3M.com/his.